Amirsy Pathology Reference Center™

A Pathology Reference for the Whole Institution

- Helps practitioners, educators and students understand pathological perspectives
- Learn how to diagnose patients and provide treatments based on images and key facts written by experts
- Quickly search thousands of high-quality images, topics and diagnoses
- Enjoy flexible access options: annual subscription or onetime purchase
- New content updated every quarter, including journal reference updates and content corrections.

The Amirsy Pathology Reference Center™ serves a wide range of medical professionals with comprehensive and current, image-rich, expert pathology content.

Pathology Reference Center™ is an online, searchable healthcare database designed for a wide range of physicians and health care professionals who want to understand pathology studies and results as they relate to patients’ diagnosis and gain pathology perspectives when ordering and reviewing pathology tests. A valuable learning tool not only to practicing physicians but also to any student in any medical field at any stage of training.

All of the text and images within the database are created by a team of pathologists who are experts in their sub-specialties.

Why Amirsy Pathology Reference Center?

- A comprehensive resource with over 2,100 classic pathology diagnosis serving a wide range of medical specialties and health professionals
- Written by imaging experts and supported by thousands of journal references in a broad range of easily searchable categories
- Pathology testing recommendations for every diagnosis to promote efficient, accurate, and cost-effective use of pathology resources.

See reverse for more details
What’s Included

- A comprehensive resource with over 2,100 classic pathology diagnoses serving a wide range of medical specialties and health professionals including:
  - Blood and Bone Marrow
  - Bone
  - Breast
  - Cardiovascular – NEW!
  - Dermatopathology
  - Endocrine
  - Gastrointestinal
  - Genitourinary
  - Head and Neck
  - Hepatobiliary and Pancreatic
  - Kidney
  - Lymph Nodes and Extranodal Lymphomas
  - Neuropathology
  - Normal Histology - NEW!
  - Pediatric
  - Soft Tissue
  - Thoracic

- Over 36,000 gross pathology, H&E, IHC stains, correlative images, and colored graphics illustrate the concepts in the text

- Easy-to-Consume Text - Text is brief and bulleted to help medical professionals absorb information efficiently

- Consistent Format - Each topic follows the same organizational format so users always know where to look for the information they need

- Powerful Google-Like Search - Quick and powerful Google-like search tools allows users to search across all topics and images using keyword search terms or category filters

- eMail Links to Full-Text Topics - Medical professionals and trainees can enhance collaboration with colleagues through direct links to anatomy topics

- Printable, Downloadable, PowerPoint-Friendly Images - Ideal for rapid presentation creation on any anatomy topics.

About Amirsys

Amirsys, Inc., an imprint of Elsevier, is a leading provider of innovative healthcare information solutions in radiology, pathology, and anatomy. Their unique combination of proprietary technology and image-intensive, evidence-based content provide online problemsolving solutions and reference books to thousands of physicians and health professionals worldwide.